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Host:  ... 2004. And these next version data mining and computational market has [audio cut‑out] amazon.com and sell for ticket models super behavior including situation‑based marketing and customer network value and designed applications or recommendations across company. He currently teaches a course in data mining and e‑business at Stanford University as well as a techno‑course "Technology, Information and Innovation." He has a long list of clients including AmIFab, the Bank of America, E. E. Capital, Hewlett‑Packard, Hubert Burda Media, J. P. Morgan, Match.com, Morgan Stanley, Open B. C., SAS, Siemens, Swiss International Airlines and Netkey among others. So please put your hands together and join me welcoming Andreas Weigend.


 [applause]

Andreas Weigend:  Great. Thank you. All right, it's great to be here. Thank you for coming here. I know it's a tough competition with your president downstairs, but I think we have actually some content to share with you. And the content to share with you is about Web 2.0 and Web 3.0 and what all these things mean. I have about hour which I decided do a number of things.


 First about fifteen minutes I will give an introduction myself, and that introduction will consist of four parts. We will first go to the true essence of what Web 2.0 and Web 3.0 is about. We will then try to come up with some characteristics and see how it is relevant for retail. In the third part of my introduction we will talk about the importance of data and how it also goes with your keynote tomorrow. How it relates to doing experiments, not just doing analysis. And I will close with some small examples, which, you know, come from the experience I have. Before introducing the panelists, we will have about half an hour for five panelists and we will close the last five minutes or so with some Q and A. If you have questions you can pass them to the middle and see that they get given to me or we can try to do it interactively to me at the end. So that's what we're going to do.


 First of all, this is the essence of Web 2.0. That is the old world here. The old world used to be that some people ‑‑ I suppose you to know ‑‑ stand on top and push the knowledge that they have to downstairs. For instance, in product development companies figure out what do our customers really want, produce it, and then push it to the customer. What is happening is that this pyramid is turned upside down. So Web 2.0 is turning the pyramid upside down and sometimes we call this architecture of participation, of having customers participate in the design, of really listening to them not only indirectly but directly through blogs ‑‑ some of you have heard of ‑‑ or other things. So, sometimes I wonder whether it is wisdom of the crowds which might be able to unleash to the right architectures the participation here or whether it's more stupidity of the crowds or a tyranny of the crowds or madness of the crowds which actually is exhibited here in this world of Web 2.0.


 So as we spend the next hour together, I invite you to think hard what switches you need to set in order for the wisdom of the crowds to emerge and not just random rubble to surface. I made this table last night for you after discussing with the panelists what we are really going to bring out here today in 2006 I go back ten years, that was right after the Netscape IPO in '95 and then I go back yet another ten years in 1986. That actually happens to be the time when I came to the United States for the first time. So ten years ago, most of us were familiar with companies like Amazon.com and we call this, in retrospect, Web 1.0. It was a "read‑only" web. You couldn't do much writing on that web. Yes, there were early things like Amazon Reviews, but they really were the exception. When in retail you think about customers our goal was to increase the barriers of exit. You might have heard, "How can we create stickiness? How can we make it hard for people to go somewhere else?"


 Let's contrast this to Web 2.0 which we sometimes call the "Live Web" and we will see why we do that. That is a "read‑write" Web. Customers have become producers. It's about co‑creation and that happened because we lowered the barrier of entry dramatically. There are 40 million bloggers. People write on a regular basis and publish their thoughts. 40 million. That you can only do if it's trivial easy for people to participate.


 I want to give you one example here and that is, I go to my own website here. And I'm curious, who writes to that website? Who comments on what's happenning on my website? And I want to show you some things how you can find that out. So, one ‑‑ since I mentioned here as an example ‑‑ blogs, is I can say, "Well, who is blogging about my website?" And we have two entries, one from yesterday and one from the day before here. And you can scroll down and find out all those people who, in this case talking about what I'm doing. These are not famous people. These are not big companies. These are individuals who might have happened to have heard talk or who might have come across to some of the things I am doing.


 Another way is to leave little tags on people's sites. So as you see something interesting, you might know the notion of bookmarks which used to be stored on your computer. And why do people use bookmarks? Well it's useful for them. They want to find something again. For instance if it were shopping, you might want to remember where you saw those pens. So now, the notion here is that you can leave those bookmarks, not on your own computer, but you can leave them at some other computer and you can share them. So initially just a convenience that if you have several computers you can one set of bookmarks. That pyramid got turned upside down. And you're sharing your bookmarks with the rest of the world and what I'm doing with this page is I'm looking up who has bookmarked my page. Who are these people? What do they say here? Some is Spanish, some is German, some is English, some is Chinese. So this is a way of writing to the web. They do it for themselves. They don't get paid for that. They want to remember things. They have their own comments. So that is the second example I wanted to give to you. It's a very low barrier of entry for people. They just write in a word. Like this guy writes, "Buy, again, people, Amazon, profile, Web 2.0, technology, e‑commerce." These are the words he used as tags for me.


 And then the third thing, of course, is you can say is, "Who talks about my website, is actually linking to my website?" And these are things where we listen to the participation which we created. At the heart of it, of course, is data. We'll talk about we'll see that's one of the things going throughout the morning worthy of importance, of having data.


 Let's go back to the table I made for you. I think we understand "read‑only" web, compared to "read‑write" web. Now the next point here is that of taxonomy which used to be the controlled way that we tried to force people to use certain words. You all remember content management systems and the pain behind them, product authority and the hard‑thinking, whether my mobile phone actually should be under electronics or under phones. Under, maybe, camera. Never finding stuff. Taxonomy, tongue‑in‑cheek, has been replaced by "tags"‑onomy. That is the wisdom of the crowds. If people classify in a certain way, well, it just is that way. Those of you who have a philosophy education might know Ludwig Lichtenstein who is thought to have said, "It's basically meaning equals use." There is nothing behind a term beyond of how people use the term.


 The third dimension I want to bring out here is that of a static web versus a temporal web. So, static means that the metaphors are that of space, a link. I click on a link and I go somewhere. The page I showed you at weigend.com is basically up‑to‑date but a static page. I am not writing what I had for breakfast. In contrast, the what people call the Live Web has very strongly embraced the temporal dimension. Actually time has become the main ordering parameter on the Live Web. At Web 1.0 companies, at the heart, at Amazon.com or like most of the companies web pages, time doesn't play a role. On Web 2.0, time is a very central element that has implications on search. That Google's idea of using the expression of relevance, of authors, in the author driven web, namely putting a links in the page rank ‑‑ I want them to show you the most relevant links, to show you the most relevant pages ‑‑ has been at least enhanced by taking the time dimension into account. What does that mean to your products? It means that the product life‑cycle is much more strongly now to be represented the Live Web than it was before where people could just see maybe whether something was still in stock or whether it's already out of stock.


 The fourth dimension here is push versus pull. I know that's a dimension you have heard in many different cases over the years. Here's how I mean it. Let's talk about discovery. Discovery, twenty years ago, was somebody sending me an email. Yes, actually there was email twenty years ago. Some were saying, "Check this out." Then maybe there was some BBS, some newsletter attached. And some companies still do this email newsletter sort of thing which this is totally the wrong medium, because email is really for one‑to‑one communication and not a push medium. And it is a question of, at most, a couple of years before that will disappear and move into the RSS feed world where you use the social structure of others to reorganize your feeds. But I am getting ahead of myself here.


 Ten years ago discovery was based on hyperlinks. That means authors were under control of what they were willing for you to see. Because the author, say the company which has the website, decides for you it's good for you to get information about this product, namely the following information. There was no role for others. Sometimes called Web 1.5 is search. Why? The initial problem of finding stuff very quickly changed over to a problem of showing the most relevant stuff on top. So from an information desert we moved to an information sea. If you enter your favorite company as a name you'll probably have hundreds of thousands if not millions of websites which use that name. So search is sometimes called Web 1.5 because it allows us in a not very efficient way but to still get some feeling about what the discourse about the products or service you're offering might be.


 What is discovery in 2006? Discovery in 2006 is based on social relations. So in some way we go a full‑circle back to a few hundred years ago when we might have lived in some villages and basically our life was governed by the social relations of those villages. But now it's the social relations of the global village, of a billion people who participate. It is, "Who are the influences there? Who are the early adopters? Who do I trust? Are there global reputation systems?" Secondly, it's discovery based on metadata customers produce.


 Seven years ago, in 1999, I started a company with a former PhD student of mine called, "MoodLogic." MoodLogic is an entertainment space and has at its goal to help you find, to help you discover the music you actually don't know about. And the idea we had was, Lets use people to generate the metadata for songs. So I developed a survey, thirty‑five questions. And after couple years we had one‑billion explicit ratings from people who care about the music. We didn't pay them anything. They just liked to do it, and we gave them an avenue to express themselves, and it's the best metadata music page on a song level that exists.


 So these are the two points: discovery based on social relations, and social is used in a broad sense here, not just the people you physically know or are close to. They can be people you share interests with, people you want to be influenced by, people you want to follow. And the other one, getting other people to do work for us, and that is, the main thing is to create metadata.


 The last point I want to just very briefly mention, because I think you are all aware of it, how we have moved from a supply‑driven advertisement, from a supply‑driven world, let's say, closed manufacturing, to much more of a demand‑driven advertising and a demand‑driven manufacturing. Demand‑driven advertising, for example, is Google. Google lives in the intention economy that has the intention to find something and that they searched them at Google and "Boom." I get hit with a few ads which are relevant of my query. How relevant are they? Well, it's sad, actually that it is about 0.1 percent of people click on ads, to be precise, in the AdSense context. That means 99.9 percent irrelevant. It's still not great, but apparently it's still better than before and makes up for a 100 billion dollar market capitalization, which is significant. From there we have moved to much more of a demand driven, user‑created content. Before that I actually might to quickly jump to a slide as an example. And that is here, how we moved from clicks ‑‑ and you are only able to click on something which is shown ‑‑ to search. That was the example I gave you with Google.


 But then we move from intention to attention. And an example of attention is this tagging, where the amount of specificity increases. What do I mean by that? If I find something I am interested in and I am going to add a tag to that then a descriptor that I use to assign to some object that means I have found something which my attention is on. And the example I want to give you is del.icio.us and here is a person with his name Lawrence Lee and he has certain websites, Google Maps, Housing Maps, History of Sampling at Stanford. He has those things tagged. For instance, he uses the tag "maps" for Housing Maps.


 So del.icio.us I just got to know about a year ago and that was before they were even funded. That's what the office looked at in about May last year. In December 2005 already they were sold to Yahoo, and they made between 10 and 100 dollars per user they had. So if you were a user who had a hundred tags there basically Del.icio.us made something like between 10 cent and a dollar for each entry you made. So there's discovery. You can follow a tag to discover a topic. What other uses of the word maps are there? You can follow a user and say, "What is Lawrence Lee interested in, in addition to the Housing Maps?" And thirdly you can say, "Who are the people who are interested in this website? And you discover other people.


 So to summarize what I wanted to show you in my brief introduction was that we move from a world where manufacturing, where information ‑‑ think about France, where Acadmie franaise saying this is how you have to speak top‑down level to a bottom‑up level. And then in some way we could say from one‑to‑many via many‑to‑one. To a many to one world. There are many more examples than del.icio.us which I showed you. Flock.com allows you to tag blogs. Music Trends allows you to tag songs. Flickr.com allows you to tag photos. Actually who of you has a Flickr account? Just to get a feeling. It's about ten people, I think, here. And they even companies 43things ‑‑ which was done by the person who at Amazon.com had the initial idea of the recommender systems ‑‑ which allows you to tag your goals in life. So all these examples have in common that we have created avenues for people to provide data.


 While I ask the panel come up on stage I want to give you the preview of what's happening in the next half‑hour. In this world of data, and actually, I don't, I have problems with microphone here, I'm not sure why. In this world of data here, we can make the distinction between explicit data where people tell us something explicitly and implicit data, clicks which people leave on the web on the way. So as we move to the speakers of the panel, we will start with implicit data and then move to explicit data. Now, since we don't have much time, it's more of a dialogue I will have with the panelists than a big wild panel discussion. I would like to start with Dr. Bruce D'Ambrosio.


 Bruce was a professor at Oregon State University and started, about six years ago, a company called CleverSet. CleverSet is a second generation recommendation engine. If you know anything about Amazon.com, Amazon is a first‑generation engine. So the point is that I want to learn from Bruce what has changed in those ten years in making recommendations. What are the basic ideas, for a retailer like the people here in the audience, in the space of product recommendations?

Bruce D'Ambrosio:  The ways in which we can leverage implicit data have an edge [audio cut‑out] so Amazon web one on one applications kind of implicit data, what I mean by implicit data is holding again from observing the visitor and from observing the web as a whole. In Web 1.0 systems that was largely offline or post analysis. If people, look for example people who buy this product, what other products did they buy. What's happened in Web 2.0 is that's become much more interactive than now the implicit data we extract is not just offline or session level data it's also minute‑to‑minute, second‑to‑second, actual interactive information, about how the visitors are behaving and how they are expressing their intent and their goals through their incidental second‑level activities. Another thing that's happening.

Andreas Weigend:  So could we say it this way, that whereas Web 1.0 was a vendor centric web which focused on the products and Amazons big matrix: people who bought X also bought Y, people click at X also clicked at Y. The person ultimately is taken out. The situation there in is taken out. Whereas here I understand that in Web 2.0 it moved from a vendor‑centered web to a user‑centric web where you actually estimate some hidden states of where in the process of creating and maintaining product space awareness the potential buyer or information‑seeker might stand.

Bruce D'Ambrosio:  Yes. So the key there is understanding not just the relationship between products, but the relationship between visitors or shoppers and products and the relationship between this particular visitor and the products. That is where they are in their understanding of the product space, what their goals are in terms of how they view the product space which, as you pointed out, isn't necessarily how the retailer views the product space. The second, I think, major development is in the way we view integration with delivery of services, the buzz‑word or one descriptor we came up with last night, was the notion that the web is your website. That in Web 1.0 there is this notion of stickiness, that is trying to capture the visitor's attention on their website. Today the understanding, I think is that the entire web is your website. Simple examples of that are catalogs like Froogle or Google are now not seen as competition but as sources or extended components of your website.
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Bruce D'Ambrosio:  ... Directly relating to tagging and whatnot, that visitors can leave your website and see a larger web as really a component of your website. The differentiation in a visitor's mind it increasingly breaking down between "your website" and the web as a whole. The other side of that though, is that the ability to deliver a presentation to the visitor, the ability to construct, if you will, the page that the visitors sees, the architectures for that are changing dramatically. The notion of architectures of participation applies as much to the way you construct a website as to your visitors ability to interact with it.

Bruce D'Ambrosio:  One example of that is service oriented architectures, outsourced solutions that are components of your website. Another example of that, although it doesn't quite fit into the notion of service oriented architectures is, for example, I think it was five years ago, many sites migrated from the notion that they had to do everything in house, that outsourcing things like metrics, you could include that in your site without having to develop it yourself, and without having to bring the box inside. The web infrastructure supports your constructing of your metrics as an extended web component. That migration is going to accelerate dramatically into web‑based interaction architectures for delivery of presentation and delivery of content to visitors.

Andreas Weigend:  Good. So, basically here is an example of only looking at implicit behavior, but doing it in a much richer modeling environment, with much cleaner metrics in a much faster way of integrating than what we had before.

Andreas Weigend:  Let's move from Bruce to Steve Levine, who is the CEO of a company called TransParensee. TransParensee now goes and says, "Let's also try to understand, or give the user a chance, to explicitly tell us what they are looking for," in this case, when they are buying a camera.

Steve Levine:  Thank you, Andreas. This example here that we are seeing, I think is interesting just as a segue. Bruce was talking about using implicit user data that has been collected. We're using explicit user data, and we're letting the user participate and tell us in very simple but highly accurate ways what they're interested in. This is a great example of what we do. What we're showing here are a couple of sliders that we have that let the user tell us explicitly, "Here's what I care about; I care more about the price, the number of mega‑pixels, the editor rate," as they do their search. These sliders are written in something called AJAX.

Steve Levine:  Maybe I should define AJAX for the audience. This is a new set of technologies or protocols that are letting people interact with the web browser as though it were an application; as though they had something there that they can play with on their computer, even though it's coming to them over the Internet. AJAX is allowing people to treat the data set in ways that allow them to really explore and discover things that they couldn't in the past. What we're doing with search is letting people ‑ this is just one example, I think you're going to see it not with just TransParensee, but in many different applications in the future ‑ to search once and then to explore, to stretch the search in different ways using this AJAX that you've got on the front end. You're going to be seeing this a lot in the future, I think Andreas, as people start to use new architectures to explore the data, to participate with the data, and you're going to need new complex back‑end systems that can support the abilities the user will have with AJAX to interact with the data set in a much more flexible way than they could in the past.

Andreas Weigend:  Here we again see the centrality of the data, which is being collected, but by being closer, by giving the user the freedom to actually access your back end. One demo, which I recommend you play with, is if you're interested in buying diamonds, Amazon.com has an AJAX‑y way of showing you as you increase this and decrease this what's left in the set in essentially real‑time. That is a very different user experience, and a very different way for the user to build a mental model, compared to the Web 1.0 model of Google, where you click on a link and then you get transported there.

Andreas Weigend:  That's what I mean by the tradition of Google. Of course Google also uses AJAX for its Google Maps and for its Google Mail. Yahoo has a wonderful new mail interface which uses AJAX. So, that just really having that pipe open is the way, which is a huge difference between now and ten years ago.

Steve Levine:  I can elaborate on that. I think you're seeing all these people experimenting with these AJAX applications, Google Maps is a great example, giving the user the ability to really play with what's on their screen in ways that you couldn't in the Web 1.0 model that we were talking about. In Web 1.0, if someone would search for something on an e‑commerce site, it was a very slow process. As Andreas said, we started with a web that you couldn't write on very much, then you could write on it, but you couldn't really find things quickly, you had to iterate and iterate in very slow, complex ways. By giving people tools, like Google Maps to slide a map around, or like the sliders that we have at TransParensee, these kinds of things give the user the ability to really find what they might want in an e‑commerce catalog, in ways that they could never have dreamed about ten years ago, and people are just starting to figure out ways to work with users, to help them explore the data set in similar ways.

Andreas Weigend:  One very interesting thing in terms of how people make decisions is that we can now observe the process of decision‑making. There is a field called Judgment Decision Making, for which Danny Kahneman got a Nobel Prize about three years ago, which shows the biases people have, biases as compared to how rational economic agents ‑ being here in Chicago, where the University of Chicago is one of the key places preaching that ‑ but people don't behave that way. What is real interesting is that by observing people by how they do things, we get much closer to understanding what they actually are looking for, and to answering some of the questions we don't know the answer are a priority. For instance, how complex a site should be. If you have seventy‑three products that match the descriptions, should you just pick those five and hope that the user will make a decision, or should we pick all seventy‑three, and then have him probably say, "Well, yes, that's very interesting, I'll get back to it some other time."

Andreas Weigend:  Let's move on here to Manish Chandra, Manish Chandra is the CEO of a company called Kaboodle. Kaboodle goes one step beyond just asking people to show their preferences; in some ways, we could view it as a second generation tagging tool. I showed you Del.icio.us, which was purchased by Yahoo, where you can just add a word to a URL, but Manish felt that is not enough, so he created a tool, which goes beyond that.

Manish Chandra:  Just to give you kind of a second on tagging, tagging is not a new concept. How many of you have ever taking a product catalog and said, "You know what? This stuff would be good for my living room. This would be good for my daughter. This stuff would go well with the sofa I have?" Every time you've done that, whether it is in the Sunday newspaper, clippings that come from your retailer, or from a product catalog that comes in the mail, you tag. Essentially, tagging is process of saying how is this information relevant to me. As you are doing that, when I'm shopping, whether I'm shopping online or offline, I'm always taking mental notes. I'm going out there and saying, "This dress is relevant for my daughter. This would be great for my prom. This is something that would be great or Steve, for his birthday." Imagine if you could capture all that data, and as you captured that data you could almost dynamically redo your product catalog, so that instead of saying, "This sofa is mahogany with red fabric, " you could say, "This sofa would go better in a modern contemporary home, " or "This sofa would go better with this lamp I have out there" et cetera, or "This is the best Fire Wire accessory around."

Manish Chandra:  What is happening is, with Web 2.0, users are actually going out on the web and telling you all that information. The opportunity is to capture that information, not just in a way that is useful for the user that is actually out there, but exposes it to all the other users that would benefit from it. So really, what I call it is tagging is the virtue of selfishness; when I'm actually out there expressing this for me, as a by product, I can tap into the virtue of selflessness, that is I actually share, participate, and express that for everyone else. For example, if I'm out there, if you scroll down, you'll see a woman on our site, who is out there just looking for clothes. If you just click on that clothes tag ‑

Andreas Weigend:  Are you sure it's appropriate? [Laughs]

Manish Chandra:  It's fine, you won't find anything ‑

Andreas Weigend:  Because note, we give up control!

Manish Chandra:  Absolutely! And so she's out there collecting a lot of information, and she's out there expressing the different dimensions of this information collecting from across different retail sites. An implicit part of that, this data that is collected is then exposed to other users, and they can leverage it. So, that becomes the virtue of selflessness up there.

Manish Chandra:  The final thing is one of the challenges is making it so easy, so that it is a natural process, or part, of how a customer tracks information. So, instead of saying, "Let me tag this thing as being relevant in xyz ways," "Let me collect information for my wedding," or "My home, or as "A gift for graduation." It is a byproduct of the tags out there, and that is really the opportunity, using your customers to help you redefine what you do, and how you merchandise, and how you approach the whole process of retail.

Andreas Weigend:  Actually, it's not necessarily just your customers. It could be somebody else's customers.

Manish Chandra:  Absolutely.

Andreas Weigend:  It's really a shift from viewing people as customers you send targeted ads to, to letting people discover. I think you get a feeling here, that is something which I really want to get across, how this experiment is turning upside down. That if amylouie, or whatever her name is here, stoones, whatever, if she feels that something is interesting and to be compared with something else, it is up to the world. If Lawrence Lee feels ‑ the guy I showed you before, who does the tagging on Del.icio.us ‑ that he finds something new, I can subscribe to his tags. And so, the discovery process, that if I have people that I think are cool, because I don't have time to hang out with other people that are cool to find cool stuff, I can just subscribe to what they see, and filter it in some way, to see what I think otherwise would be very hard and would certainly not be happening in a newsletter by, let's say, an airline, which tells me that you can fly from Chicago to Shanghai. But unfortunately, when I open it, of course, all the seats are booked up.

Andreas Weigend:  What we have seen, in Bruce's case; implicit data, web services. What we have seen in the second case is explicit data; what we have seen in the third case is using technology to actually grab pieces of information from the sites here and be able to edit this and, potentially, have your own shared bookmarks.

Andreas Weigend:  Ramit Sethi is with a company call PBwiki, which now takes the idea of having some text, which you edit, but not only allowing you to edit it, but to making that a global effort. Some of you might have heard about Wikipedia, which is a beautiful example of architecture of participation, where people actually are experts, and actually care for a certain topic and contribute. But, if you disagree with them, because you might also be an expert on that topic, but have a different opinion, you can then edit the page they just made. For example, how I use it at Stanford in the course I am teaching it is that I here have my course home page ‑ there are some tips how people can actually use a wiki style page ‑ then here, they can put their comments in each wiki for each class. So, wiki is the idea that many people can actually edit the same document. What used to be hard was to get the technology going on that. Now, we learned from you that it is not that hard anymore, but as easy as making a peanut butter sandwich. Is that right?

Ramit Sethi:  That right, thanks. The problem now is not the technology. The technology is there, and it works. When we showboat PBwiki, my two partners, and I, a lot of people ask us about who has access, who has control. And we say, "No, no, that is not the problem." The problem is not control; the problem is getting people to participate in the first place. So, removing those barriers is really, really important, whether it's making it easy, making it fit in the user's mental model, or just simplifying form to get people started. It's about simplicity and making it focus on the user.

Ramit Sethi:  There's a couple other things, from our experience, in letting users collaborate, whether it's sharing documents and adding revisions, sharing recipes with their Mom, whatever it may be, there are a couple things that we learned, one was that people really do want to talk about their lives. They want to talk about themselves, they want to talk about what they saw on TV last week, and the see evidence of this in the blogosphere, millions of blogs; evidence of this in social networks, like Facebook, which has about 80 percent of college users in the United States, about 90 percent of them log in once a day, which is a stunning number. We learned from people that often people are defined, at least in part, by the products that they use. If you do a search for any of these products, you will find tons of blogs and tons of websites where people are actually talking about them.

Ramit Sethi:  Then there is one other thing, which is control. Andreas, you talked about it a bit today, giving up control. I have to agree one hundred percent. Users are gaining control and question is, do you want to be a part of that, or do you just want to let them take it away? He are couple of examples; if you do research for many big companies on Google, you'll find in the top five hits there are actually website against these companies, so search for Delta, search for Best Buy, I think the third hit for that is bestbuysucks.com. It's about do you want to be part of that, you're going to give up control.

Ramit Sethi:  There's one T‑shirt company that actually puts live comments that are emailed to them directly on their website. If you go there, you can actually see comments that say, "Your product sucks, " or "Your product is great and I love it." That is a huge credibility boost that makes them one the most popular T‑shirt sites on the Internet.

Andreas Weigend:  I think one thing you have to be aware of is with dozens of millions of customers having a voice, and with both static searching engines, such as Google looking for websites where that voice is posted then having temporal based search engines, such as Technorati, or IceRocket, looking for comments in blogs; those issues are out there. The question is whether you want to actually, at least, see them and increase their reputation. You have the trust customers have in you as a company, as a retailer, or when you want to have it as in United's example. You have Alan's example here that I gave, as the second hit, where people complain, and then it's not clear that United has a voice to correct things. For instance, out of two thousand complaints sent to customer service, only something like forty has been dealt with. So, you give it out of your hand, or you can put it in house. Sharing, I think, is where the attention of people really gets focused, and you can create something you couldn't create otherwise.

Ramit Sethi:  That's absolutely right. There is a recent auto company that gave users the tools to create ads about their products, and there is something really interesting about what happened. I think it was about SUVs, some of the users created ads that's said, "SUVs suck, they take a lot of gas. Why would you buy one? Why would you destroy the environment?" That was part of it, and the company, to its credit, stood up and said, "Hey, we're willing to take that heat because we also have a lot of users that created great, positive ads." This was covered in the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and a bunch of other places. They were willing to relinquish that control and see what happened with it. There was some bad, but there was also a lot of good.

Andreas Weigend:  Another story I have from China; I spend a couple months year in Shanghai and Beijing, where I teach executives. They told me this story about two college boys from Shenzhen in Guangdong province who just make a three minute video lip syncing a Back Street Boys song. Within days, those two guys with their red sweaters were downloaded absolutely millions of times because it's a really funny movie. In response to that, a major soft‑drink manufacturer actually found those two guys, and now moved their talent search to see what's being posted in home made videos. In the United States, you might have heard of YouTube.com. Everyday, thirty million videos get viewed on YouTube, and everyday, thirty‑five thousand get uploaded to YouTube.

Andreas Weigend:  So, that pushes us again to the question of discovery, and specifically of discovery in the long tail. What do we mean by long tail? Physical stores are limited by shelf space. If you are storing videos, you have to think very hard, if you are Blockbuster or a physical store, which videos are you going to store such that you have a big chance people actually renting those? But, there is a very long tail, a big distribution of videos, which some people might want to rent some time, but it's not really worth it for you to store them every single day. Here are some pictures from a company called NetFlix, where two things happen. Number one; by making recommendations, you create demand in the long tail. Remember, before I mentioned the shift from the push, the supply driven economy to the pull, or the demand driven economy. So here, it turns out for NetFlix that half of their rentals come from titles that are beyond 1,150. That is effect number one. These are existing professionally produced videos shifting there by offering the long tail. Multiply with that effect number two of the user created content, of those two boys in Shenzhen, and you will see a dramatic shift in what people are buying.

Andreas Weigend:  Our last panelist is Mike Sha. Many of you have a piece of Mike in your pocket because he used to run the co‑branded credit card at Amazon.com. After that, he worked with Jeff Bezos in strategy, and is here today to potentially first comment on the long tail at Amazon.com, because Amazon actually makes more than half of its revenues from items which are in the long tail.

Mike Sha:  I think I'll back it up a little bit in talking about the demand generation because the fact that online, you are in the situation where you have such a broad catalog of products that you can offer your customers. In that situation, really what you are trying to do is create normalcy so that you allow customers to discover what they're interested in. It turns out that Amazon, as a colleague of mine said, there more books today that are going to be sold...
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Audience member:  Those books are being discovered because you're providing tools that allow your customers to find what they like. Things that Amazon did a long time ago like, people who bought this also bought that, people who were interested in this were also interested in that, people who looked at this product actually eventually ended up buying these other products; providing ways to allow the customers to use the broad sets of data you have about your other customers to help them discover more interesting to them.

Audience member:  Now when you talk about explicit, as things progressed they came up with more tools that explicitly help other customers, like lists, so here's 15‑20 other products that someone who's looking at this particular receiver was also interested in buying. Comments on reviews and were they helpful so, helping your customer base release your own content so, with trust and discovery, are you going to allow your customers to rule your web content? And the answer there is also get your customers to help lease what is relevant. So there's an endless stream of ways customers are helping amazon. If you look at a product page on amazon 80% of features there are powered by customers somehow.

Andreas Weigend:  The role of data is one thing that we have actually see through every one of you. And maybe one way when you might be thinking of questions you have to the panel, if you can write them on a little piece of paper and potentially hand it to people, just give it to me at the front, then we'll have a few minutes to answer your questions the most efficient way.

Andreas Weigend:  While you're thinking about your questions let me reflect for a couple of minutes on how data really has changed. If you go to Shenzhen the woman who's selling chilies on the market there, she probably knows pretty well at the end of the day how many renminbi she made. But she probably doesn't have much insight into any detailed ways of how she got through that money which she brought to her boss. After daily revenues at some stage we knew in physical stores how well we are doing in terms of how many items we have left, to knowing how much was sold, and the next stage of course the was to have point of sales data as a market basket.

Andreas Weigend:  You know the old data mining story about the diapers and the beer that was sold together. Or you also might know the story about the diapers and the zip code. You know which zip code is the highest per‑capita sales of adult diapers? Any idea? It's the south part of Manhattan. And they leave it up to you, who does have time to go to the bathroom. And the third point is, that after the market basket we came up with the idea of having loyalty cards. Why? Because if people don't use them we charge some premium, in order to learn stuff about people over time. Huge computational issues if you want to have persistent history of customers. And now we're pushing further. In Japan, there are in‑store displays. In China, focus media, that's what's there. Where you vary what's showing and measure the effect on sales. Within half hour, 20 minutes, whatever the time we do this. So we move from preserving data, to doing experiments.

Andreas Weigend:  Lets think where the web was 10 years ago. And even Amazon.com on day one needed to know what every single customer was looking at. Because otherwise they could never serve the page. So I think it's extremely forward‑looking of the organizer of this conference, to start here with taking some people who are from the web‑world because on day one we had a lot of data which would be a lot of work for you to collect and we now have ten years of experience of what to do with those data, in order to generate value for the retailers from that. So the data's one thing, the experiments was a second thing, and the success of Amazon over Yahoo, Ebay, etc. is due to their relentless nature of experimentation to agreeing on this is a set of metrics want to buy, where to drive, it could be items sold, it could be revenues, profit, whatever they are. And then each new feature, code it up, measure how it works. Constant grade and descend if you will.

Andreas Weigend:  In the objectives, the main strategy was chosen. After data mining and experimentation, the third element was that of community, that's what you've seen here. In all the cases, leveraging community to help you sell more or help you make better products. And for me at the heart of it really is that of transparency. That means that you really understand both internally, your process is better, but also externally, what do customers think about you.

Andreas Weigend:  Anybody wants to comment on what I just said while I'm collecting the questions and then pick a couple of them please feel free if somebody has some comment, Bruce?

Audience member:  One comment is the pace at which you respond to data that you collect, is starting to workers have always worried at people are looking at visiting a store. But that's a very long cycle and it involves people analyzing the data, drawing conclusions about what will be next, that cycle's been dramatically shortened.

Audience member 2:  One opportunity being created by the web is, the consumer is fundamentally changing, if you look at how a 11 or 13 or 17 or a 21‑year old interacts with the web, they interact different from how we interact with the web. Part of what's happening with Myspace etc, with millions of users on that computer, 50, 000 new users sign in every day Stuff we've talked about with presence in almost all of the colleges, what you see is a whole new generation that is being created that is going to interact in a very very direct way. Not just with your sites or with your web, but also with your products. And the opportunity is to exploit that, or to run away.

Audience member 2:  We're seeing increasingly that companies are engaging with the customer directly; for example Toyota has a new R which is quantifier by the users before their purchase at Toyota's site and they're exploiting the opportunity of product modifications which the consumers were doing anyway. Except they were not monetizing those modifications, they were all aftermarket. Now they are getting them right at the point of sale. Opportunity is there to exploit this new generation and they do some of that.

Andreas Weigend:  Good, and there's one question which is quite specific to that. A question about how actually do we get our customer to potentially design our promotions to us. Going beyond two guys in red shirts, doing work for major soft‑drink companies.

Audience member:  Yeah, so will customers ask to design your own promotions or will they participate certainly in that I think it's personally from marketability, and other companies where your customers we talked about transparency; we noticed that customers were purchasing one certain plan, or they were clicking on a certain button. And we responded very quickly to that. And we rolled out a promotion. And in that sense your customers can tell you a promotion if you're paying close attention to what they're doing, and you respond quickly.

Audience member:  And also, we talked about a new generation on the web, how the new generation is treating products. Customers are starting to be more and more comfortable with iteration and knowing that a company is very honest and transparent, and says, this may not be perfect but we're going to roll it out today, and listen closer and if some people say it needs improvement we'll do it. Customers are used to now seeing the Beta label on Google news or whatever. They used to think that means not being perfect, if they know that, we've experienced a lot, companies listening and they're entering quickly, they're very comfortable with that.

Andreas Weigend:  So Bruce's next question and he has one minute for the answers. Read or summarize the question briefly.

Bruce:  Is anyone working on making a discovery more efficient for users. With increasing content it's harder to find what users click on and look at, and I think the opportunity is to combine the implicit and explicit data and explicitly include the user in the equation.

Andreas Weigend:  [whispered] Do you want to say something about cultural things? Cross cultural, you learn from data, do you want to say that?

Bruce:  ... combine interest in explicit data, run that together and show the most ‑‑

Andreas Weigend:  [whispered] I'm going to give you the last one for trust. How do you create trust.

Andreas Weigend:  Good, then we have three more questions here. And that's all I got from you so I'm not suppressing anything because it's not coming in from me. We have a question here about cultural issues. Things that are true about the United States, will they also apply somewhere else?

Andreas Weigend:  And let me do, while he's warming up here, a little anecdote from Amazon which how to roll out a new version if people bought X or support Y? And it turned out in Germany it did I think, about 3% better. In Japan it did 4% worse. Sorry in Japan it did about the same; and in France it was about 4% worse. So, A‑B test, you run one version which is the old one, you roll out the new one and look for differentials. Germany 3% better, Japan the same, France 4% worse. And of course all statistically significant.

Andreas Weigend:  Any idea? Well it was the new version was more heavily biased towards American books. Germans of course love anything American. French of course hate anything American, and Japanese don't read American books. So you always have to see when you find something whether cultural effects are there.

Audience member:  Absolutely. One of the continents mentioned, South America, I just wanted to give a small anecdote. Which is a huge social network from Google.

Andreas Weigend:  [whispered] Make anything out of the question you have.

Audience member:  ... Myspace. Because of that access the market space and communication and these concepts are actually active in a lot more country than cultures, than demographics that you would think. They're just not set up in the United States or even Europe yet, Asia or Latin America.

Andreas Weigend:  Thank you, two more questions, one is here, which I gave to Mike, it's basically about online/offline. Because many of you live in the offline world and are wondering how can the concepts that you've learned here, actually transfer it, to the world you live in.

Audience member:  And the question asks more specifically, what we think are projecting growth rates in terms of retail and online, and I think what's more important to think about here, instead of how fast is online growth vs. offline, is the fact that your online businesses are completely added to your offline. It enables a totally different type of catalog, and totally different type of research to answer. And focusing on that channel alone, and thinking about how you can create a customer experience, that more organically bridges your online and offline department will empower both sides.

Andreas Weigend:  Thank you. And the last question is a good question. It's about trust. And transparency. And since this company's called transparency, I thought we'll let him have the last question.

Audience member:  Thank you, the question is, the underlying foundation to the success of all the customer‑driven web strategies is the amount of trust the customers have in use of the content however companies build trust in your services. I think the answer has come through with all of us as catalysts, by giving real power to the customer, we build trust.

Audience member:  It's very hard when the company says we're going to control completely what we will do with the things you give to us, to really build a kind of trust you would need to get a lot of good input from the customer; I think that as you give people more and more ability to control their environment you're going to see more trust that they're going to place in the company. We do it in a simple way by giving people the ability to find what they want without having things pushed at them, to let them find what they want by good examples were also given today when discussing these commercials for example, that are being made, where the good and the bad are being shown. I think if companies allow both the good and the bad things that people want to say about them to come out, people are going to be willing to express themselves more and turn over a lot of information to those companies.

Andreas Weigend:  Yes, and we see that for instance in the difference between early social networking software and myspace. Myspace has 60 million users and was by the way, sold for $600 million, so again it's about 10 dollars per customer. And Myspace has per day about two billion page views. That's a third of the number of people living on earth. And why? Because people can express themselves, people really can find ways of belonging. We are addressing here, with Web 2.0 some very deep needs in people which basically were ignored in the more industrial product‑driven society we grew up in.

Andreas Weigend:  Now some of you are wondering what is Web 3.0? We said Web 2.0 is about active participation, that's empowering people to contribute. I use the term Web 3.0 to denote interaction. So for me Web 2.0 is like lots and lots of dots ‑‑ 40 million dots ‑‑ out there of people doing something. Web 3.0 for me is connecting the dots. It is getting the people to talk to each other. And for example I discussed with Newegg, why not, if a customer just proudly bought that plasma TV, and some other person in the physical vicinity is looking at that, why not allow the first one to say, hey, want to talk about how to set it up, my experiences, maybe you want to come by and look at it? I'm open for that. and then treat him like an affiliate and give him the typical 5% on the sale. So that is not only having arches of participation, but going beyond that and having arches of interaction.

Andreas Weigend:  So that note, let me close you, let me close here by thanking all five of you very very much for your participation, thanking you for the interactions, we are all here for another few hours at least, happy to have more one‑on‑one conversations with you and let me also thank you for the attention. That's it.


 [applause]

Audience member:  I was struck by several thoughts when I was listening: first, as retailers, we know a lot about how our business is operated but we've always guessed how our consumer operates and here's an opportunity to find a new way.

Audience member:  The other thought that I had was, for those of you with teenage kids, if you want to know what the consumer of the future looks like then watch what they do because that's the world of tomorrow.

Audience member:  So thank you again Andreas, Amish, Bruce, Steve, Ramid and Michael, that's a good conversation. I'd like to turn your attention to the conference schedule, you all have this in your kit, I welcome you to address this session, the content here is quite strong. So I encourage you to go to the conference session there, they're all the same floor here, third level. One more thing, please complete your surveys and pass them to the center aisle for collection by the monitors. And enjoy your day and take advantage of all the great information and opportunities to interact with each other, I hope you enjoy the conference, and see you tomorrow.




